
 
Growing your Faith 

Part 1 
Hebrews 7:1-10 

 
 
 
Melchizedek foreshadows Jesus.  The truths stated in this chapter about 
Jesus are to help us grow in our faith and trust in Him as no one else can 
compare.  
 
1.  _________________________________ 
 
2.  _________________________________ 
 
3.  _________________________________ 
 
4.  _________________________________ 
 
Taking a deeper look… 
 
KING:  Who better to give our complete allegiance to? 
  
 World:  Struggles with _________________ 
 
PRIEST:  Who is more loving, caring, and done more for our soul? 
 
 World:  Struggles to admit that there is a _________________ 
      Hesitant to be willing to address the _____________ 
 
GREATER:  No one is greater than Jesus 
 
 World:  Think they are __________enough .  No need here. 
   
RIGHTEOUSNESS:  Because He is righteous,  He was an    
 acceptable sacrifice. 
 Only thing they could accuse Him of was claiming to be  
  God 
 



PEACE:  Because He was an acceptable sacrifice H e alone provides 
 peace with God 
 
 World:  Struggles to decide who ____________ what is right   
 and wrong.  Relativism, why the downward moral   
 spiral. 
 
FOREVER:  What Jesus has done and established will never end!    
 
 World:  What is _____________?  Does it even exist?  How can  
 you be sure?  Just live for the here and now.  
 
The world we live in struggles with each of these truths proclaimed in this 
passage.  The followers of Jesus back in this time needed to be 
encouraged and strengthened in their faith just as we do.  Look back over 
all the truths proclaimed and circle the one(s) you need to be encouraged 
in the most or the one you feel you are being attacked in right now and 
need to reaffirm your belief and trust in this truth.   
 
Do you know people who struggle with some of these truths?  Pray for God 
to lead you through His Spirit on how to pray for them and in being led on 
how to talk to them.   
 
The more we live out our faith the more we will be noticed and given 
opportunities to talk about Jesus with others.     


